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BG, Toledo public TV reach agreement
by Michael D. Towle
staff reporter

The University funded public TV
station, WBGU-TV, reached a compromise late last month with its Toledo counterpart, WGTE-TV, that
would allow WBGU to increase its
broadcast power and change channel
designation, according to Joan Gordon, director of television information
for WBGU.
WGTE officials had feared the proposed changes would draw donations
out of their viewership, which would
decrease the station's revenues.
'.'Our real concern was with a doubling of power," Robert Smith,

WGTE manager, said. "A stronger
signal would enter this community
and dilute our membership, and at the
same time would increase double
programming (both stations scheduling the same program at the same
time) at a large public expense."
WBGU will alter its application to
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which requested the
power of its transmitter be changed
from 750,000 watts to 1,575.000 watts.
The revised application will request a
1,000,000 watt ceiling.
Funding for the proposed changes is
being sought from two sources: $755,000 from the Public Telecommunications Facilities Program, and a

$490,000 capital improvements appropriation through the Office of Budget
and Management of the State of Ohio.
The University is expected to announce approval of the grants sometime this month, according to Dr.
Duane Tucker, director of television
services.
"The application to the FCC is
contingent on receiving these
grants. Tucker said.
"All that it means is that GTE has
said that they will not make any
comments to the FCC on our application for channel 27," Gordon said.
"Our compromise was that we would
go down from a million watts, instead
of a million and a half watts, and they

would not contest our moving to channel 27."
"The reason we are going to 27 is
not because we chose it out of thin air,
or to irritate channel 30. That (channel designation) was assigned to us by
the FCC. 27 is assigned to Bowling
Green, and we are using it already in
Bowling Green." Gordon said.
Smith cited the following conditions
in the compromise:
• WGTE will not protest WBGU's
application to build a new transmitter
in Deshler, Ohio, its present site, as
long as its maximum power is at one
million watts.
• With the 1 million watt ceiling,
WBGU will change its channel desig-

nation from 57 to 27.
•WBGU and WGTE agree not to
solicit contributions from residents of
the other station's broadcast area.
•Both stations allow cable television to carry only the station broadcasting from its area. However, the
cable operator can make his own
decision on carrying one or both stations.
Under federal law any cable system
in Northwest Ohio is required to offer
both WBGU and WGTE, according to
Smith.
The changes were proposed because the 11-year-old WGTE transmitter is "obsolete," and the superior
technical characteristics of channel

27 will greatly improve the station's
transmitting power, according to
Tucker.
The combination of a new highpower transmitter, a new high performance antenna, and the use of channel 27 will provide higher quality
pictures, he said.
WBGU is located in an area of small
towns and cities where 32 percent of
all homes with television subscribe to
cable systems. A better transmitter
would send a higher quality signal to
these viewers - since the area cable
operators receive the signal via the
WBGU transmitter -and increase the
station's coverage area by 815 square
miles, according to station officials.

Vice presidents assume duties
by Joe Gray
news editor

Dr. Elolse Clark

Dr. Richard Eakins

Dr. Mary Edmonds

Two of three new University vice
presidents have taken their posts
while the third will begin duties in
August.
But Dr. Paul Olscamp, University
president, said it will be a year before
two of them adjust fully to their jobs.
Dr. Elolse Clark, new academic
affairs vice president, and Dr. Mary
Edmonds, new student affairs vice
president, will need assistance in
learning their new posts.
The third, Dr. Richard Eakins, new
vice president of planning and budgeting, remains in his former office but
moved up from executive vice provost.
Clark, now assistant director for
biological, behavioral and social sciences at the National Science Foundation in Washington, D.C. will need
help from her department heads when
she takes over the vice president of
academic affairs post in August,
according to Olscamp.

"She has not worked for 10 odd
years (for a university)," he explained.
However, Clark said while working
for the foundation she "never felt that
distant from a university since so
many of my colleagues on the government job were from universities."
She had worked as a biologist for
Columbia University for 10 years
prior to joining the foundation.
With the foundation she said her
duties included administrative functions for a broad field of sciences
including 14 behavioral and social
science areas along with biology.
Edmonds is qualified, Olscamp
said, but will also need some help in
her new post. However she has college administration experience from
her post as dean of the college of
health and community services.
"I do a good job of developing
human resources, Edmunds said,
adding that a good administrator uses
those people knowledgeable in their
areas.
"I'm interested in wellness -espe-

cially with people who still have a lot
of their lives to live," she said, exClaining that wellness, a concept of
olistic health, applies to the quality
of life of students on campus.
"That's why health is not incompatible with student affairs," Edmunds
said. She said one of her goals is to
enhance the quality of life on campus
by reducing dysfunctional aspects.
She said rascism is a problem on
campus and the only thing that can be
done to change it is to change attitudes and behavior - a task she said is
difficult.
The third new vice president's position was created in recognition of new
duties given to him, according to
Olscamp. The treasurer will now report to Eakin so that the functions of
the treasury office can be better coordinated with planning and budgeting.
"I think it makes a great deal of
sense for us to bring together the
planning, budgeting and financial
areas of the University," Eakin said.
"It will allow us to take advantage of
some efforts."
to page six
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Boys Staters
holding activities
Buckeye Boys State returned to
the University for the sixth consecutive year Saturday.
The 48th annual American Legion sponsored event brings with it
a distinguished national speaker Caspar Weinberger, U.S. defense
secretary.
Weinberger is scheduled to speak
Friday 12:30 p.m. in Anderson
Arena on The speech is open to the
public, but by ticket only, according to William Schroeder, public
relations director for Buckeye
Boys State.
Free tickets are available
through the Boys State office in
McDonald Quadrangle, through
the office of Rep. Delbert Latta
(who arranged Weinberger's
visit), the Bowling Green Chamber
of Commerce, and any office of the
Mid-American National Bank and
Trust Co., he said.
The Boys State program involves
the formation of mock-governments at the city, county, and state
level.
"You might think of it aa a
school, although it isn't a traditional school concept," Schroeder
said. "The purpose is to give them
(participants) a background in
self-government and politics," he
added.
Schroeder was expecting a record 1,440 high school juniors during the event, which runs thru
Sunday.
The Boys State government consists of two parties: the Federalists
and Nationalists. It consists of 27
cities and nine counties named
after former Boys State presidents
and American Legion Commanders, Schroeder said.
Two "dtixena" from Buckeye
Boys State will be selected to represent Ohio at Boys Nation, Boys
State's federal duplicate, which is
held in Washington in July, according to Schroeder.
Overall costs for Boys State are
about $150,000. Local American
Legion posts select and sponsor
each participant at a cost of about
|95 per boy. The posts also provide
transportation to and from the
event, Schroeder said.
Scheduled activities include elections and appointments to the different political posts, a junior
cadet academy instructed by the
Ohio Highway Patrol, formation of
a 180 member band, publication of
a newspaper, and, for those interested in Ming attorneys for the
weak, bar examinations.

Sailplaning lifts pilot
in risky sport he loves,
hobby came from dad
by June Remley

editor
For some people, 60 miles is too
long a drive for what amounts to a
glorified roller coaster ride of an
hour and 15 minutes.
However, three years ago, Peter
Smith of Fort Wayne, Indiana,
began a hobby that takes him 60
miles from home to the Bryan
Soaring Club in Montpelier, Ohio.
In a flight aboard his fiberglass
sailplane, he landed at the Bowling
Green airport last week to earn the
"silver C" from the Soaring Society of America for flying more
than 50 kilometers.
Few 45-year-old men would
choose sailplaning over supposedly
tamer sports. But, "I can't think of
anything I enjoy as much as flying
a glider," Smith said.
From Montpelier, a plane towed
pilot and glider to an altitude of 2,000 feet. Then, the challenge to stay
airborne began.
As the sun heats the ground, air
rises in some places and falls in
others, according to Smith. "You
try to find places where the air is
Soing up and you climb in them,"
e said. "There's an amount of
energy involved in it that's mindboggling. . .what the sunshine does
to huge bodies of air."
During his flight, Smith achieved
an altitude of over 6,000 feet. However, he described conditions last
Wednesday as only "decent." To
someone knowing little about sailplanes, strong winds may seem
ideal for flying. But last Thursday's wind hurt rather than helped.
"Wind tends to chop up updrafts.
They're harder to find, harder to
stay in," Smith said.
When circling in these updrafts
or "thennaling," the pilot keeps
the plane moving as slowly as
possible. In this case, "slowly"
may constitute 60 miles per hour.
When traveling, sailplanes may
reach 120 miles per hour.
Smith's daughter, Juli, drove the
mobile home and attached trailer
from Montpelier to meet him. After
landing they pulled the fiberglass
plane (a light 420 pounds, as planes
go) to the trailer ramp and removed the wings and tail easily.

Chances of the plane coming
apart in mid-air are small, according to Smith. Interlocking wings,
thick metal pins and other design
features ensure the plane's sturdiness.
"The most dangerous time is
driving home," Smith said."You re more likely to get hurt in
an automobile than in a glider."
While "glider" is an accurate
nickname for the sailplane, it
should not be confused with the
hang glider. While a sailplane pilot
is towed into the air and relies on
sunlight to stay aloft, the hang
glider jumps from a cliff and is
carried by the wind.
"Gliders have been around a lot
longer than hang gliders," Smith
said, adding that the sailplane pilot
needs a full pilot's license to practice his hobby.
Smith chose Bowling Green as a
landing spot due to wind direction
and the easily visible airport.
When earthbound, Smith is manager of the Fort Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra, but as often as
his work schedule and the weather
allow, he is a pilot.
A hobby as expensive (sailplanes
cost as much as $15,000) and timeconsuming as gliding may be
viewed as unpractical by some, but
Smith's passion for piloting is only
natural. It's in the blood.
Smith's father, the late Stanley
Smith, was a world-class glider
pilot and national champion in 1S33
and 1967. At 70, Smith's father
entered his last national competition.
For someone who grew up with
sailplanes, Smith started his nobby
rather late. Until three yean ago.
he had taken only occasional
flights. Smith himself is not sure
why he waited to start.
I grew up in it. My father was a
world class soaring pilot for over 50
years.. .Maybe (it was) because
my father was a world class soaringpilot."
The slow beginning of Smith's
hobby does not mean an early
finish, he said.
"I know a man who still flies
when he's 90. At 45, I'm in the
prime of life."

Pilot Peter Smith
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iUr generation has grown up with the social security
0;
number. By our sophomore year in college, we know
it as well as our names.
We need a social security number to register for classes,
take a test, cash a check and collect wages, to name a few of
its functions. Our social security number is our identification
number: the passport to almost anything we need.
It is also supposedly confidential.
Last spring, a University woman walked into an office on
campus and asked for a friend's address. She received
address, telephone number and social security number.
Later, she visited the same office for addresses of her coworkers this summer. She informed the office worker of her
position and reason for requesting the addresses and received them. On the computer printout, each student's social
security number was also listed.
True, social security numbers no longer command the
degree of respect and right to privacy that they once did, but
they should not be disclosed without their owners' permission.
In the University woman's case, these numbers were
unrequested, although needed to place these co-workers on
the payroll. However, she and others believed that social
security numbers could not be obtained from anyone but
their owners. Although she needed the numbers for a purpose
inside the University, she was not asked to produce any
identification.
Office employees know the confidential nature of this
information, according to an office administrator. We suggest this policy be more strictly enforced, so that employees
are no longer so misinformed or careless as to release these
records.

Lawyers bullish on law
It may be my imagination but every
young person I meet this June is
graduating from law school. The
question is bow many lawyers can the

COMMENTARY
by Art Buchwald

a lawyer for a motion picture'studio
sent a one-page contract to a screenwriter I was representing. I took one
look at it and became furious. I called
up the studio lawyer and said, 'Are
you crazy or something? My client
could sign this contract today. Where
the hell did you study law?
"The studio lawyer apoligized and
said he had a paralegal draw up the
agreement, and hadn't realized the
young man had written it in plain
English. He promised to send over the
studio's usual 170-page contract right
away. As soon as I got it, we started
haggling over it for three months, and
I was able to charge my client my
normal outrageous fee."
"You were smart not to let your
client sign the one page contract,"!
said.
"Another reason I'm bullish on lawyers," McCugh said,"is that almost
every family in America his a relative
who is a lawyer, and you don't even
have to leave your house anymore to
find one. Now when a mother calls up
her lawyer son from the hospital and
says, 'I fell on the sidewalk and broke
my hip,' the first question he usually
asks her is, 'Were there any witnessed?'
"There aren't enough lawyers in
America to handle all the accidents
that are happening all around us,
much less the insurance companies
who are refusing to pay."
"You paint a very rosy picture for
young people iust coming out of law
school, I said.
"I'm not making it up," McCugh
told me. "You've got government
lawyers working day and night confusing everyone as to what the legislators had on their minds when they
passed a law, or repealed one. You
have people being poisoned by chemicals, crime is soaring, and the simplest business transaction cannot be
consummated without to two legal
minds in the middle screwing it up. I
would say he outlook for the law class
of 1983 has never been brighter."
"What a wonderful message. Can I
print it?"
"Of course. Why do you ask?"
"I didn't want you to sue me."

country support? The answer is that
nobody really knows.
Harlan McHugh, a senior partner
with McHugh, McHugh & Moore
McHughs, is one of those who believer
the United States will never have
enough lawyers to serve the needs of
the people.
"the reason why I'm so bullish on
the law as a profession is that the
more lawyers you have the more
business you generate for each other.
We're the ones who make the problems for other lawyers to solve.
"I'm not too sure I understand."
"Well, there is a famous story about
a lawyer in North Dakota who hung
up his shingle in town and was starving to death. Then another lawyer
moved in and hyng up a shingle
across the street. Suddenly they were
both prospering. The rule of thumb in
America Is that it takes a minimum of
two lawyers on opposite sides of the
street before one can make any
money."
McHugh continued, "The beauty of
the American justice system is that
one doesn't have to do anything wrong
to have need of a lawyer. All somebody has to do is (ital) accuse (unital)
you of doing somtthing wrong, and
then you have to seek legal help to
defend yourself. Even if you aren't
accused of doing something wrong,
it's beat to hire a lawyer in advance,
juat in case somebody might take a
gamble a that you did."
"Another reason why I'm bullish on
the law business is that lawyers are
taunt to write contracts and legal
papers that can only be decoded by
other lawyers. So when one lawyer
up a contract, he or she is
aucally assuring a fee for another lawyer who has to read it and
ate that the person signing it is not
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
getting a raw deal.
"I had an instance not lone ago here Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
The BC New.
June R-mley
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On a recent midnight visit to the
refrigerator, I opened the door on the
most powerful stench I've encountered in 22 years of refrigerator-raiding.

::

Safety in numbers
should be preserved

Editor

Revenge of the leftover scholar
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Curious, I began to open containers.
It was the forlorn, abandoned message broadcast by the orphaned leftover. By this time, I had reached the
little refrigerator light in the back.
One tiny bottle with a moldy, illegible
label remained. I had never seen it
before, but being brave, I opened it.
The top was (rumbling, rusty and
almost impossible to pull off.
With the top off, the stench grew
overpowering, and I found myself
recognizing it from someplace else,
associating it more with the warmth
of summer than the artificial cold of a
refrigerator. It reminded me
of.. .Bowling Green State University.
On cue, a rush of smoke burst from
the bottle and filled the kitchen. When
it cleared, a young man stood facing
me. He, the source of the moldy smell,
wore a flowing, wrinkled black robe
and a familiar, crumbling cap from
which dangled a long, dusty, cobwebtangled tassle.
"Who are you?" I asked, from a
less pungent distance of several
yards.
"Guess?" he leered and pulled up a
chair at the kitchen table.
"Get out of here!" I whispered
angrily. "I mean, get back in there!"
I waved the bottle.
"No."
"I said get out! My family's right
back there," I gestured toward the
bedrooms, "and I have a dog who
would just love to rip your -"
"Bring them out, he said, propping his feet on the dining room table.
"No problem, baby. I've got all the
time in the world. I'm an August
graduate."
"That's a graduation gown?" I
asked disbelievingly.
"It's left over from May," he said,
lifting a fold and letting the light shine
through. "These things are ugly when
they're new. At least mine has character. Anyway, I was supposed to
graduate in May, but semester conversion held me up. I'm also in the
dual major program. I must be insane. ..
I began to edge toward the telephone, not sure who to call for help.
"Oh, clever idea, to move away
from me like that," he said malevolently, "but you're a leftover too. You
can't escape it."

"Three months longer, so what?" I
scoffed.
"But it's never over. Like the song
says, "you can graduate anytime yoi
like but you can never leave.' Maytx
it's check out.' But that last semester
never ends. It's lonely, like being a
side dish of unwanted mashed potatoes."
"Oh, it is not," I protested.
"It's not?" He stood up and held out
his hand. "Come on, I'll show you."
I gingerly took his hand, but the
stench of delayed graduation was
receding, becoming in fact, comfortable.
He pulled his tassle three times and
we stood in a bar uptown, surrounded
by frighteningly young, teenage
faces. I Dumped into a miniskirted
girl, who didn't notice.
"They dont seem to see us," I
whispered. "I feel like Ebenezer
Scrooge in 'A Christmas Carol.' "
"I'm not doing anything. It's always like this.'' He steered me around
the crowded room. "Do you see one
familiar face? Are the freshmen
looking young? Does anyone bother to
ask for your I.D. anymore? Do you
feel an urge to include the phrase
'totally awesome' into your vocabu-

lary, but somehow can't?"
I hung my head. He pulled his tassel
three times.
I looked up to find us in a dorm.
Squealing laughter and loud music
sounded behind elaborately decorated
doors. Bulletin boards were hung with
construction paper and announcements of parties, floor meetings and
dances.
I turned away. "All right, all right.
So I'm feeling a little older. Let's go
home."
"Just one more trip." He pulled his
tassel.
Now we stood outside, looking at the
side of a building. He began to push
me forward.
"No, no. I can't stand it," I tried to
turn away.
"You have to look," he said, "and
tell me in all honesty, could you still
enjoy writing an entire birthday message in masking tape on a wall?"
I burst into tears and looked up at
the tape. " 'Happy Birthday, Cookie.
Gosh, fyou're the most,' " I read
softly. 'I understand now. I do. Let's
go home."
He pulled his tassel.
At home, I found a kleenex and blew
my nose as we sat at the dining room

table."We can't iust sit around pitying ourselves ana molding until we do
graduate. We should do something."
"Maybe," he said reflectively.
"Maybe something on a large scale.
Something for dual majors, a home
for the overeducated.. .Maybe a leftovers' bar uptown." He picked up the
little bottle.
"Going back inside?" I asked.
"Shall I save a place in the fridge?"
"No." He headed for the door. "I
shouldn't be here. I should be someplace I can do some good, in the
refrigerators of people who can helpIs Dr. Olscamp listed in the directory?"
He walked slowly up the street,
bottle in hand.
I opened the refrigerator door. The
room didn't smell strange anymore as
I put back the containers of food. Last
of all, a melancholy little dish of
stiffened mashed potatoes caught my
eye. This one wouldn't have to suffer.
It had filled its requirements.
As I opened the microwave and
Eushed it inside, I felt obligated to
um"Pomp and Circumstance."
June Remley is editor of the News.

Andrew Young: Atlanta under him
Andrew Young has impressed me,
in the past, as having one of the best
political minds I have come across. In
the civil rights movement, he mixed

side if you want to govern."
Still. Young thinks the Chicago election has nationwide importancemainly because of Jesse Jackson's
voter registration drive. Now blacks
in other states know it can be done.
Young says:
"There are half a million unregisby Gary Wills
tered black voters in North Carolina
alone, and Jesse Helms won his last
race there by less then 50,000 votes.
agitation and conciliation, trying not We're going to register twice that
so much triumph over enemies as to many blacks in North Carolina. We
win them over.
can do that without spending any
Waiting to interview him here in money at all. We have 256,000 unregisAtlanta, I was struck by the fact that tered in Georgia. We'll register
John Lewis came by and said hello- 100,000. In fact, I think we can add
Lewis was known as a "firebrand" in 100,000 blacks to the polls in every
the 'OO's.but now he is part of Young's Southern state."
administration, which is winning high
Young has been quoted as saying he
marks from businessmen and other would not support Jesse Jackson for
unlikely friends of a John Lewis.
president in the next race. I asked
I asked Mayor Young what he him about that.
thought of Harold Washington's con"You're talking 1984. I can work
frontational style during his first days with Jesse now, on all his projects,
as mayor in Chicago.
with total agreement."
"Harold was unfortunate in that he
Young thinks that increased black
began without realizing he could win. participation is especially important
He ran a protest candidacy. Since I in the South, because of the shift of
knew I could win, I was careful not to businesses to that region. I asked if he
attack the very people I would need to believed in the future of the Sun Belt.
govern. You can win an election by a
"Yes, if by the Sun Belt you mean
comfortable margin, say S3 percent. the South. Industry is moving here
But you need more than that on your because of the high cost of energy in

COMMENTARY

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Your address
and phone number must be included for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
IN University Hall

the North. But those who go to the
Southwest are trading one scarcity
for another. The West does not have
enough water for high concentrations
of industry. We do/^
Prosperity, combined with increased black participation in politics, makes possible the kinds of
programs Young likes to sponsor. He
wants to convince those being drawn
to the South that good education is
good business, good community relations are good Business, good police
service is good business. Specific corporations have "adopted" Atlanta
high scholols, providing them with
equipment, expert instruction and
improved surroundings.
Even tragedy has left some good
effects behind it in Atlanta. The wave
of child murders here brought into the
city every conceivable new tool of
police investigation and monitoring of
the community, with the result that
two-thirds of the Atlanta police cars
now have computer terminals in
them. Every crime report goes instantly into the computer, keeping up
to the minute the odds on specific
crimes happening in specific areas.
For some other Democrats, political ties to the Carter administration
can be an embarrassment. But that
need not be the case for a mayor of
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Atlanta, as Young has proved. Just
before I arrived nere, Young sponsored a meeting of American' and*
Saudi businessmen. There were representatives from 11 nations and from
26 American states. Jimmy Carter
addressed the assembly, and was well
received. "The Saudis especially responded to Carter," says Young.
•"There is still an appreciation in
much of the world for what the Carter
administration was trying to do. That
is especially true in the Third World."
All is not roses in Atlanta. Some
have criticized Young for so clearly
having a national and international
agenda in mind. He has traveled
outside the country six times sine
since taking office-including trips to
Algeria, Nigeria and the Middle East.
But Jimmy Carter did not hurt himself as governor of Georgia when he
attended all those meetings of the
Trilateral Commission. The test is
whether one comes home from such
trips with business for the Georgia
banks and industries. By that test,
Mayor Young is so far doing well.

Gary Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.
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Classes offer students opportunties

Summer serves variety of purposes
by Joe Qray
news editor

As the sun basks the University,
students stroll from their apartments
and dorm rooms toward class.
The heat of summer was never
meant for school some think, but they
are here - some 5700 are predicted to
enroll according to Cary Brewer, registrar. And some like it.
"I love to come in the summer,"
Sandy Little, a sophomore business
management major, said. "It's more
relaxed."
She cited classes with fewer people
in them compared to fall as a contributer to the eased pace.
Because of this she said, "you can
go to your teacher's office to ask a
question without standing in line."
Tracey Rabalais, a junior insurance major, also described summer
classes as more relaxed.
"Something happens to people in

the summer," she said. "It seems like
they're playing at school and not
really going."
Though Rabalais likes taking
classes In the summer, she is here to
catch up on credit hours. She lost a
semester after a car accident in November required her to withdraw
from her classes.
She suffered a collapsed lung, five
breaks in her pelvis and 78 percent
blood loss, but is back because "I'm a
tough cookie," she said.
She is catching up on prerequisites
of classes she will take this fall.
Other students are making up for
hours lost not to vehicular mishaps,
but to the conversion to semesters,
working part time and academic eagerness -such as choosing to double
major.
Denise Suber, a senior music education major, said she is about two
semesters behind due to semester
conversion.

"There were classes offered once a
year I thought I'd catch another
time,"Suber explained, adding the
classes were not offered last fall as
she thought they would be. The culprit
was the conversion, she said.
Loretta Newell, English education
major, said she Is a semester behind
indirectly because of the switch to
semesters.
She changed her major and and a
class was added to her requirements.
"So now I have to pick up a class
somewhere," she said
Hedley Butter, a freshman pre-law
business administration major, is
also here to pick up classes, but not
because he's behind.
Rutter said be wants to "get a head
start on fall. Get some stuff out of the
though graduated from high school
only two weeks ago, he is here to get
used to the place, be said.
And finally students are here be-

cause they are doubling up.
"I deckled to pick up a double
major," Gary Fahle, a junior medical
technology major, said. He said he
decided to switch to medical technology from pre-veterinary medicine
because it is hard to get into veterinarian school.
Fahle added biology as bis second
major, and is filling his group requirements so that be has more time to
devote in the fall to chemistry, he
said.
Jennifer Reitzel, a junior, may be
another double major. She said she is
thinking about adding computer science to her music composition major.
"If I can't get a job in composing, I
can get a job in computers. Renal
said. "I'm taking a class in it (computer science) to see if I like it"
She expressed another reason for
taking classes: "I figure I can't get a
lob for the summer, so I might as well
take classes."

Programmers plan activities
the University Activities
Organization, and the Student Recreation Center.
Minority Student Activities' summer programs
include rollerskating this
Thursday, a swim party at
7 p.m. Friday in the Student Recreation Center,
and a shopping trip to
Fairlane Mall in Detroit
departing from the Union
at 10 a.m. Friday.
Finishing out the month
of June, Minority Student
Activities has scheduled a

by Rachelle L. Aahley

editorial editor

BG Mews Photo/John Walke

Danger
Structural problems with the deck steps at the Jerome Library has forced
the University to block them off to all but malntanence workers according
to Dwight Burlingame. dean of llbrarles.Closed off two months ago. the
stairs have prevented access to the deck which surrounds 75% of the
library.The University is waiting for funding from the state in order to
begin reconstruction of the stairs.

special offer

Carousel
Beauty Shop

$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
with coupon
Expires 6/29/83
Braiding Styles Available

NEXUS

3KEDKEN

140 EAST WOOSTER
3520800

Just because fall and
spring semesters are over
does not mean there will be
absolutely nothing for University students to do. Despite the fact that many of
the organizations which
are active during fall and
spring are inactive now,
some still hold programs
for the summer months.
Most notably are Minority Student Activities,

pOWARD'Schibq

Tues.Wed.Thur.-

Ulkings
Margaritas
Genny Cream
Kamikaze
Shots & Shorts
Buds
Draft

For more information on
these events and upcoming
events sponsored by Minority Student Activities,
contact the Office of Student Activities at 372-2951.
UAO continues to offer a
weekly selection of movies
to students at the Univer-

Welcome Back
Students

presents WET
SHAVERS
Sun.Lite Draft
June 16,17618
Mon.-

sity. This week's movie Is
the film "Meatballs"
shown at 7 p.m. Today in
the Main Auditorium, and
at 10 p.m. in Batchelder
Hall.
Upcoming events include a trip to Cedar Point
and a trip to Toronto. Sign
ups for summer events and
trips sponsored by UAO
will be taken each Tuesday
and Thursday in the UAO
office. For more information, call the office at 3722343.

Cedar Point trip to depart
at 8 a.m. June 25 from the
Union, and a June 30 trip to
view a dance performance
and fireworks which is departing at 5 p.m. from the

1

Learn how to
make up your face....FREE

MATURES
MANNA
Natural
Food
Store

no cover

Today Mario Nocmon invltM you (o loom <h« dang" and colors
of your own baraufiful foe*. Our troinod Boouty Advisors will
toocti you how.

meRLe noRmm

Expires 7/1/83
Fri.Sat-

Canada Nite
Bar's Choice

Thr I1»r ftir thr1««HMM Kirr'

134 E. Court St.

3520236

. * ch##fct * mtdH #b##r *v/m«*9r«i*ing card**

T.O/s
-f Campus Corner

Since summer is the
time for many to recreate,
the Student Recreation
Center is sponsoring numerous activities for students and residents of
Bowling Green.
Physical education
classes in slimnastics, aerobics, windsurfing, raquetball, golf, tennis, weight
training, and swimming
highlight recreational activities. Additionally, the
Recreation Center has
to page eight

IMS. Main St., Mini-Mall

Phone 352-7060

Student Recreation
Center

I

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

0»

Summer 1983
Summer Session Hours—
Effective June 12-August 19
Ctnttr Hears:
hears:
Cooper
Club

Family Plan:

Monday-Friday
Saturday and Sunday

9am9pm
Noon-9pm

Monday-Friday
Saturday and Sunday
Monday-Sunday

Noon-2, 5-8pm
Noon-8om
lpm-7pm

Ages 7-18 Center Hours
Under 7 — Club Pool Only
All children under the age ol 18 must be
accompanied by one parent

REGISTRATION:
Dates:
Times

June 20-24
SRC Otfice
Control Desk

9am-5pm Monday-Thursday
9am-11:30am Friday
Alter 5pm Monday-Thursday
After 11:30am Friday
All day Saturday and Sunday

Break Hoars: Closed Juiv 4,1983

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

o_
oa.
*

•
•
•
•

... with a little bit of everything

• Windsurfing
• Windsurfing Excursions
• Cookouts

Slimnastics
Fit-For-All-Aerobics
Aerobic Dance
Water Aerobics

CLINICS
3
o

1
90ZEWooster-Across from Kohl Hall *

Racquetball
Golf
Nautilus and Universal Equipment

• Racquet Sports
• Fit-Trail

LEARN TO SWIM PROGRAMS

4TWBQNewi/Ja»U,im
A .Sound & Vision
Part 1 of a tw»part intanriaw.

by PaU Milter
entertainment editor
In the waning months of
1980 a band composed of
four lads from Dublin
made a dramatic entrance
into the international music scene. Calling themselves simply DJ, the
group's youth - the oldest
member being just twenty
when their debut *P, Boy,
was released - and sheer
rock and roll urgency reminded many impressed
fans and critics alike of the
electrifying early days of

U2: A candid conversation

the Rolling Stones and the
Who.
Having little In common
stylistically with the Irish
pop esUblishment's beat
known exports (Van Morrison, Thin Lixry, Horslipuad Undertones), over
the course of three LPs and
various singles, U2 have
successfully defined thenown, readily identifiable
sound. That sound Is often
described with mere
words, such as "passionate," "alluring," "comm i t m e n t' ' and
"seductive."

In musical terms, the
unmistakeably compelling
vocals of Bono Vox (pronounced Baw-no, real
name Paul Hewson) cuts
through the Imwvatlve gnttar stylings and misceTlanedus instrumental
touches of "The Edge"
Evans, and solid yet flexible rhythmic foundation
constructed by bassist
Adam Clayton and drummer Larry M^Wf
Through the direct and
hook-laden "I Will Follow"
from Bey, and "Gloria,"
from the follow-up LP, Oc-

SAVE $ $ $
BY INVESTING IN
YOUR OWN

PHONE
Prices Start At $14.95
Rotary Dial
NEW $3*.93
Tone Dial
NEW $49.95

tuality and romanticism.
Yet the band's greatest
coup d'etat Ues in their
fluency in conveying a
wide range of themes and
moods with alarmingly
sympathetic and convincing musical dexterity.
I recently had the opportunity to speak with The
Edge following their sold
out concert in Detroit.

tober (both albums released in 19811,
strengthened by a dynamic
live act, UJ built a respectable and devoted following
In the U.S. and abroad.
But with their third LP,
War (reviewed in these
pages April 20) -featuring
such evocative tracks as
"New Year's Day" (about
the Polish Solidarity
union), "Sunday Bloody
Sunday" (a commentary
on the conflict in Northern
Ireland, circa 1972, where
British troops opened fire
on Catholic protesters, killing 13), "Surrender"
(dealing with suicide In
Manhattan) and their latest single, "Two Hearts
Beat As One" - U2 has
finally cracked the American Top 20, with a gold
record (awarded for sales
of 500,000 units) imminant.
Despite the political
leanings of War, TF2's lyrics are at once personal
and introspective, with
their first two LPs exploring post-adolescence, spiri-

BG News: Let's start with
the band's name.
Edge: In choosing the
name U2. we were trying
to get away from easy classifications, because
around the time we were
forming there were so
many bands doing the
same things with the same
kind of names and the
same sort of music. We
really wanted to express
our individuality in every
way, so the name was the
first thing. If they could
think of a point of reference for the name, then
to page eight
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MINI—MALL
BEAUTY SALON

MICRO TELEPHONE STORE

Blowdry or Shampoo
& Set $5.25

128 S. Prospect
352-4477
Accessories Available

Haircuts $5.25

n

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

U2

190 S. Main. BG
352-7658
iitinittiiiiiiii

IIIIIIIII

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

PREPARE FOR

MCATLSAT GMAT\
SATACTDATGRE-CPA

NOW RENTING
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Furnished and Unfurnished

We Pay Heat, Water,
Trash Pick-up and Cable
Full-time Maintenance Service
On Site Management, Laundromats

• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE*
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

WELCOMES'

Featuring
American Greeting Cards

SUMMER
STUDENTS

• Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.

AMERIO\N^BrGREETINGS

• Voluminous home-stuu'y
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.

...KXltXIl
..kxihit fXHKJI
yxKuipimn
[XtMin

• Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

For the Best in Price and Service
Stop Out Today!

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

k

ICE CREAM ^

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

cones and hand packed

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAI • PCAI • UCAT • VA! • lOLrl
MSKP • NMB • VQE • EUFMG • FLEX • NDB • RN BDS
SSAT • PSAT - SAT ACHIEVEMENTS

Swimming Pools

THE
BG NEWS
STAFF

DOKSEY'S DRUGS
500 E. Wooster
"By the Tracks"

Jack's Bakery
tp

1448 E. Wooster St. 354-1001 Across From Harshman
Hours Mon.- Fri 8-9 Sat & Sun 9-9

35S0 Secor Rd.

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours 9-5 M-F
Evenings and Saturday
By Appointment

KAPLAN

SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OHIO

■ OUCATIMM CINTfN

538-3701

TESrmERMunoN
SPCCIAUSTS SMCE 1938

OxttkUHY.

uuTtumt m ■2H-17U

WELCOME TO

University Bookstore
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Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits.
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lrantacayMadChickan

(In The Student Services Building)
Student Services Building

PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

New and Used Books
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

•COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•TOILETRIES
•GIFTS

Store Hour*: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon-Frl.
9:00 to 5:00 Sat.
Summer Hours: 7:30 to 5:00 Mon-Thurs.
7:30 to 11:30 Fri.

<oWTeaturing —
Fr.ih Bok.d Butt.rmiltc Biscuits Mod* From Scratch

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kentucky Fried Chicken
1020 N. Moln - B.G. - 352-2061
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I scream, you scream
by June Remley
editor

An empire la rising
slowly in the thick, tarsmelling summer air of
Bowling Green and
Weston, Ohio. In and out of
life in the two towns, the
perpetrators of the empire
coast unobtrusively.
Sometimes they pedal.
Their t-shlrts ask the question upon
which their business is built: Are You
Hot?
Delbert and Darlene Shoemaker of
Weston began their "Hav-A-Bar" ice
cream business last summer. Since
then they have become a familiar
sight in Bowling Green and Weston,
riding their hls-and-hers vending
carts.
Hav-A-Bar began as a Job for the
Shoemaker's youngest son and a
friend, when Darlene answered a
newspaper ad for ice cream vendors.
One cart, one ice chest and one
freezer were delivered to the Shoemaker home. However, in time, she
found herself pedaling around
Weston, instead of her son.
Later she was offered a route in
Bowline Green. Darlene hired two
people to operate the carts, but soon
gave her husband the route in Bowling Green, while she maintained the
Weston route.
"It just seemed like nobody was
doing a good job," Darlene said.
Now the Shoemakers' one employee
operates a push-cart at baseball
games in Weston.
A good ice cream vendor needs
certain qualities, aside from the ability to pedal the cart from 2 p.m. to 8
p.m. and make change, according to
the Shoemakers.
One such quality is "a smile on your
face. It doesn't matter what happens
in your own life. It's awful hard sometimes, to try and keep it (personal
problems) to yourself,'' Darlene said.
A love for children is essential.
"You just take those kids like they're
your own and really talk to them,"
she said.
"You need a good sharp ear," Delbert added. One Bowling Green child
chased him several blocks before
Delbert became aware of him. "He
was a'pantin'. .. I asked 'why didn't
you holler?' and he said 'why, I was
saving my breath.'"
As vendors, the Shoemakers help
children learn the value of money.
When a small, broke customer asks
for free ice cream, Darlene explains
that she cannot afford to give it away,
since she has to pay for the ice cream
she sells.

Occasionally, she extends credit or
lets the customer who needs one more
nickel make the final payment later.
"But I crack right down on 'em.. .if
they get on my bike and monkey too
much," Darlene said.
On his Bowling Green route, Delbert confronts a different group.
Young men give him shouted advice,
such as "you ought to put some beer
in there!''
Delbert transports his bicycle to
Bowling Green via a trailer, which be
parks in the town while he begins his
route. Storms present a problem
when Delbert and his trailer are at
opposite ends of town.
"I just find me a tree that don't
leak/ Delbert said.
In one day, each vendor may sell
more than 200 ice cream bars. Darlene orders them by the bag, along
with the dry ice to pack it in.
Each Shoemaker indulges in an
occasional bar. Delbert, a diabetic,
needs the sugar along the route for
health reasons, while Darlene resists
temptation while on the road.
"How are you going to handle the
money, and where are you going to
put your bar?" she rationalized.
Any bicycle-riding vendor might
envy the large ice cream trucks,
whose drivers never pedal through
rush-hour traffic in Bowling Green or
around potholes in Weston, but Darlene, 54 and Delbert, 59 don't mind.
Pedaling provides exercise, and the
carts need no gasoline. Bicycles are
also safer in areas with many children, according to Darlene.
Delbert also holds a second job at
Imperial Celvite, an automobile parts
company in Napoleon. Although he
will one day retire from this business,
he expects his vending career to continue.
"She's (Darlene) been telling that
this'll be my retirement," he said.
Vending, like all vocations, grows
occasionally tiresome, the Shoemakers agreed.
"I'm a hyper type," Darlene said.
"I just can t sit."
''People may think we're cuckoo,
Eoing around in circles, but..." Delertsaid.
"That's what keeps us young," Darlene concluded.

Delbert peddles his "Hav a Bar" — one of the vehicles of his and Darlene's trade.

An unidentified child peels the paper from the popsicle Darlene sold him.

Pointing to a picture of the Drumstick she would love to devor, an unidentified girl knows how to shop.

Photos by John Walker
Delbert rolls down a Bowling Green street. He says his bicycle is safer than trucks
in areas where there are a lot of children.
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WORLD HEALTH
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. . .from page one

Eakin said be looks forward to implementing the
remainder of the new financial plans for the University begun in 1982 with
Olscamp's term.
A new operating budget
system was partially set in
the works in the 1962-83
academic year but not
fully implemented because
of time restraints, according to Eakins. He said the
system will be a three-year
rolling plan that will redepartments to foretheir needs three
years in advance.
The plan will give University administrators a
"longer range view of
where they want to go," he
explained.
The second part of this
financial plan will be a
capital planning budget
system which will bring
more involvement by fac-

ulty into requests for new
buildings or renovations.
Eakins said the systems
"should allow us to be
more systematic. We'll be
able to have more of a
University focus."
He added the plans will
then be consistent with the
University mission - which
states the University's purpose and which may be
revamped in the fall.
Along with his anticipation of seeing the f inanicial
system fully implemented,
Eakin also expressed hope
that the seeming nationand statewide economic
recovery will begin to be
felt at the University.
"If I were to point at one
problem in the past three
years as the most vexing it
is the uncertainty of how
much to aspect (in approCnations) from the stale,"
esald.

'"""SZKTEHXT"

URGE PIZZA

with one item i thliI coupon

Saint Lucia Health Scineces University is
located on the island of St. Lucia in the
West Indies. Openings available in the
September 83 class.

OFFERING:
• 36 month M.D. degree program
• Instruction in English
• Clinical clerkships in the United States
• WHO-listed- Students eligible to take
ECFMG
• Graduates have been accepted into
specialty training in U.S. Hospitals
• Transfers especially welcome
Se»it Luc* Health Sciences University
Henry Garcia Co ; 1 Riverwalk PI . 700 N St Mary's. San
Antonio. Texas 78205 (512) 226-8444 Telex 767524
Maarioieion

Sept

Jan

Slate

MARKS PIZZA PUB
352-3551

CUP « SAVE $$

of*
^g&fi

Phone#f
)
For more Inrormatton eel ton tree I 800 227 3800 Ext. 416
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by Rachelle L. Ashley
editorial editor

Monday morning, 10
a.m.: File into the room
and take a seat as near to
the inadequately opened
windows as possible. The
id, frequently referred to
as the illogical, child part
of the brain, engages itself
in a childish chant in the
back of my brain. "This'll
be a blow-off! This'll be a
blow-off!"
"Stop that!" my superego, the parental section,
says. "Never go into a
class thinking such outrageously erroneous
thoughts. After all. if they
are wrong, this body is
going to be in real trouWith that discussion
squelched, the id and the
superego go into a state of
automatic pilot, letting the
body take over its own
maintenance.
10:30 a.m.: I sit and play
with my pen. I sit and
doodle on the page in front
of me.
10:35 a .m.: I sit and play
with the little pools formed
by the perspiration that
travels down my forehead
and rolls off of the end of
my nose, landing on the
desktop in front ot me.

I dare not move for fear
of the embarrassing
squeaking sound my thighs
make as they stick to the
wooden seat I am sitting
on. Experience has taught
me that I do not want Die
person in front of me bunting into convulsions that
would undoubtedly call attention to me.
10:45 am: Bored, I look
around the room. My classmates are all doing variations on the same theme I
am. It is a simple theme:
Summer Semester Suite in
D Minor; Opus 1983.
Obviously the teacher,
who walks back and forth
in front of the room like a
duck in a shooting gallery,
cannot see or smell the
stewing of students held in
this humid suppression.
He drones on and on,
bathed by the breezy Jet
stream that acts as a cooling system to only him.
(This natural air conditioning was a result of the
windows in the front of the
room being open, and the
classroom door being left
ajar.)
Little does the teacher
know that soon he will be
lecturing to blobs of salty
protoplasm that have some
features resembling human noses and mourns.

my studying capabilities
amounted to a BLOW OFF.
I tripped on that dan and
gained it in the fall, to
requote an old joke."
Somehow I didn't find
the Joke very amusing or
encouraging. I was still
trying to get a handle on
the nature of summer
school classes at Bowling
Green State University.
"Aw, they're easy." said
another senior I ran into.
"I mean c'mon, professors
are human too. They feel
as bad in those poorly ventilated rooms as the students do."
I find that hard to believe
remembering the Jet
stream flowing through the
front of the room, and observing that professors
don't sit down to give their
lectures. Think it might be
because they d"-". want to
stick to the ser '
Then aga..i, i guess there
are classes the* people can
take in the summer to
blow-off, like the infamous
Underwater Basketweaving series, Missile Command 101, or Early
Morning Sleep Control 230.
Somehow, when I seriously ask myself, I cant
justify spending money
and staying in school all
to page seven

Periodically, faces will
change expression; from
bored to catatonic, to liquid with glassy eyes and
back again.
The class lasts for what
seems to be eternity. At the
end of it, the listeners, who
at one time were human,
ooze out the door in a single
slimy stream. "See you
tomorrow," the teacher
calls after them.
This is my vision of summer classes, based upon
the experience which I
have avoided during grade
school, and peppered with
a few images from a science fiction novel. Why not
avoid summer classes? After all, summer is supposed to be the vacation
season and plus, summer
classes are just blow-offs
anyway, even if "blowingoff" refers to blowing off
the steam that rises from
your body as you bake in
classrooms.
"I think it all depends on
what classes you have,"
one senior told me.
'Take for instance the
time when I was taking
chemistry during the summer. I was blowing it off all
right. My experiments
would BLOW, the lectures
were given when the rest of
my brain was OFF. and
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Summer school a blow-off?
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One student's perceptions
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EVERYTHING
We Welome Men,
Women, and Children
an TODAY FOR APPOINTMENT
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Check our prices for used
Freshman Books
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Beilde The Chamber Of Commerce

BX
HAS NEW
AND USEDTEXT
PLUS:
* SCHOOL, ART,*
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
* SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS,
& JACKETS
* POSTCARDS &
STATIONARY
* REFERENCE BOOKS
BEST-SELLERS
* BGSU SOUVENIRS
AND SO MUCH MORE

WE PAY CASH FOR GOOD USED BOOKS
EVERY DAYI
"MORE BOOKS FOR YOUR MONEYMORE MONEY FOR YOUR BOOKS!"
OUR GUARANTEE:
ANY REQUIRED TEXT PURCHASED AT
THE SBX MAY BE RETURNED FOR A
FULL REFUND WITHIN 10 DAYS FROM
THE START OF CLASSES WITH YOUR
RECEIPT! NO MARKS IN NEW BOOKS, PLEASE
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Blowoffs

from page six
summer just to take a
course that doesn't benefit
me in any way. I can take
classes like that as an elective during the regular
school year and not turn
into the "Thing from Bowling Green" during lecture
hours.
Now that it has been

determined that people
should not care if their
summer classes are blowoffs or not, I have a couple
of Andy Rooney type questions to ask of someone;
anyone who will answer
them.
Did you ever wonder
why college professors

don't tan? Are they immune to sun?
Did you ever wonder if
"intimate Friabee" was
all it is cracked up to be;
especially if played by people who live on the beach in
summertime? (I mean
COME ON!)
Did you ever wonder

Summer fun

why if heat rises, it always
affects the people closest
to the ground, most notably the students? Do you
think it automatically
gravitates toward the
nearest student when it
enters a room?

KRISTON

The city of Bowling that can be rented by the
Green has activities to fit public.
any need for the student
Carter Park on Camplooking for summer play. bell Hill Road also offers
picnic tables and shelters,
For those who enioy the Cs a great deal of open
atmosphere only a drive-in
d for outdoor sports.
can provide, Portage
A hospice, softball field,
Drive-in is the ideal place. and acres of wooded land is
Located across from the available on Wintergarden
drive-in at 12701 South Road at Wintergarden
Dixie Highway is the Por- Lodge.
tage Quarry Recreation
Club. The Quarry is an
For those who enjoy
excellent place to swim movies in air-conditioned
and bask in the sun on comfort, Bowling Green
those hot days when noth- offers two indoor movie
ing else is feasible.
theatres, Stadium Cinema
One and Two, at 1600 E.
Another place to swim a Wooster, and Cla-Zel
bit closer to home is Bowl- Theatre, 129 N. Main.
ing Green City Park. The
pool is open afternoons to
Other amusements inearly evenings seven days clude Arcade City for the
a week.
video game freaks, located
The Park, on Conneaut in the Stadium Plaza, and
Avenue, also offers tennis Pines Roller Rink at 338 S.
courts, a Softball field, Main. Outdoor skates can
playground, picnic tables, be rented at Purcell's Bike
and shelters, and buildings Shop, 131 W. Wooster.

Did you ever...

Skydiving
Did you ever want
to JUMP out of
an airplane?
II the ansurr in thai question is YlsBG News Phoio/TIm Appcl

Eyes

SI3-376-V293
513 372 6116
lump .1! yoUl IWI1 Tisk
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SUMMER CUTS

BASH
RIPROCKS

BASH RIPROCK'S

WELCOMES BACK
BG STUDENTS

$9

"HOME OF THE BASHED POTATO"

PERMS
$38

WHERE YOU ALWAYS GET
MORE FOR YOUR $$$

(plus free bottle of nexus shampoo and conditioner)

.50* OFF ANY BASHED POTATO,
SUB, MEXICAN SPECIALTY OR
MEAT & CHEESE BAGEL.

Call Ron or Mindy
at 352-2107
161 E. Wooster Stadium Plaza

/' |

• Professional, reliable and insured
• FREE Estimates

Phone: Pemberville 287-4688

FRESH

Fruits and Vegetables
available at the

FARM MARKET
190 S. Main 354-2889
Located in the rear
of the Mini Mall

SMhkPftEftR
HALF-PRICE SUMMER

HAIRCUT SALE!
At System Seven in Bowling Green!
Our famous haircut with shampoo & blow-dry
styling (Reg. $16 a $14) - NOW ONLY
$8.00!

»••

Full perm w/o cut (Reg. $29.95) NOW ONLY
$24.95! Perm w/ cut NOW ONLY $32.95,
$13 less than regular individual cost of both.
Last year, we styled 10,388 men & women in
Bowling Green - and 72 7% were REPEAT
CUSTOMERS... nearly 3 out of 4! So quite a
few people in town like our good work!
Come to the MOST POPULAR SALON IN
B.G. for your next hairstyling!
But HURRY! Sale is for LIMITED TIME ONLY!

(including haircut)

|

Home and Business

SWIMMING POOL SPECIAL: Wet Cut w/O
shampoo or styling -- ONLY $7.00!

GREEN COUNTY SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER

Larry Rayes, a senior visual communications technology major and art minor, paints the eyes of a portrait for his portfolio.

CLEANING SERVICES

\j

system severv"
*^THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE
Mon-Fri 8:30-7:30
Sat 8-6
Appointments never needed - but available
for your convenience. Telephone 352-6516.

• COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED WITH PURCHASE.
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER.

r

I

PRESENT THIS AD

Eat in. Delivery, or Carry out

J

1

SUNDANCE
SPECIAL
Tou can get an order of

POTATO SKINS
For Only SLOO Extra
With your purchase of an entree and this coupon
Expires 6/22 83

•J

352-1092

110 M. Mala B.G. Ohio

Pre
Registration
Do you want something exciting to do?

BECOME A PRE-REG VOLUNTEER
June 27 - July 22
Opportunities Include:
•Greeting Students
•Giving Tours
•Leading Discussions
If you have already signed up, be sure to give us your summer
schedule. If you have not signed up, it's not too late! Come to 405
Student Services and become a part of PRE-REG "83!

CALL
AHEAD
IF
YOU
LIKE

lunch Specie! i>ally
% Sub & Chili
or
•/* Sub * Salad
*$**

«x«*pt root! b—f end Wtlkm.
(<k»»n'l iittiufc *»** or **ptf]

Stop in and Visit our
Game Room
Featuring the latest games:
Front Line; Joust, Millipede,
Donkey Kong, Jr.;
and Super Pac-Man

)UQQAM.-7d>0rM.
VOLUNTEER'S MEETING: Thurr, Junt 23
(Attend cither meeting)
10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Towers Inn

Vt<mck*«*bm9to*W*m*™***f.
• ::.«.. :■■"■,, ':-.-,-.y.; .
-—-/

MMMpt "~ *"^**^oM"Vy"""" ' "iTt:^;;:...
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Our New Summer Hours: Delivery starts at 4 p.m. OPEN SUNDAY-THURSDAY 10a.m.-12 midnight

FRIDAY SATURDAY

lOa.m.-la.m

■

wmmm

8 The BG Newi/Jnne IS, 1*63
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...from page lour
that would be it, we'd be
finished. But if we could
think of a name that was
suitable, ambiguous and
different, then people
would be forced to actually
go and listen to us or check
it out before they actually
made up their mind about
what we were like. I think
it's stood us in good stead
because people don't really
know what U2 is. They
'have no idea from the
name what to expect, so

when they go along, they
don't have any preconceived ideas.
BGN: U? is a band with an
undeniable tease of conviction, a tense of purpose
that comes through In your
music, the interviews I've
read and everything about
the bud. At what point did
Ci decide collectively
t this was what yon
wanted to do and that this
band was really going to

WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS
Stop In And See Our...
Running Shorts . . . Singlets
Sweatsuit*.. . T Shirts.. . Sox
Gym Shorts .. . Warm-Ups ...
Volleyball — Running . . . Tennis
t Basketball Shoes
Rocquetboll Shoes
* Racquets

CUSTOM PRINTED
T-SHIRTS
OUR QUALITY NAME BRANDS INCt :
NIKE
ETONIC
PRO KEDS
BILL ROGERS

NEW BALANCE
CONVERSE
SACUNV
DOLPHIN

TIGER
FOOTJOV
SUB-4
MOVING COMFORT

FREE

BGSU IRON-ON
TRANSFER

make a significant impact?
E: It was something that
dawned on us over a period
of time; it didn't come in a
flash of lightning or anything. I really believe that
the motivation behind this
band is quite different
from most of the bands
that are either up and coming or have become established over the Last while.
We basically were music
fans, really believed in music, that it could be uplifting, it could be glorious, it
could be an incredibly creative medium. That basic
belief spurred us to write
songs, start picking up instruments and start rehearsing as a band, even
before we had a name or
the necessary equipment
to really call ourselves a
band. It was that kind of
spark that got us together,
and from there It was
about three years of basically not doing very
much except rehearsing,
writing songs and hanging
around together before we
started taking the band
that step further, to a professional level. I suppose
when I was about 18 and
Bono was 19 and we'd been
playing together for about
three years we really did
start taking it all a bit
more seriously. That's
when we started getting

involved with record companies and the press and
playing a lot more gigs in
Dublin, which is where we
come from, and talking to
Paul McGulnness who has
since become our manager.
BGN: In the last three
years, U2 has been showered with so many accolades, people calling yon
the most important band of
the eighties, the band of
the eighties and such. How
do yon react to that and do
C'eel any extra pressure
use of that kind of
thought?
E: I would have to say that
we have that belief ourselves, to be honest. It is
quite an arrogant thing to
think, but we do have that
belief in the band, that it is
something special, and
that it wQl grow, develop
and change. Essentially,
we believe it has the potential to be a very, very important group in music. I
don't particularly place
any store in the press'
opinion of how we're doing
because I know that is pretty fickle. But I would have
to agree personally with
that statement.
BGN: Your music is a refreshing change from all
the synthesizer-dominated

CLASSIFIEDS

Expires July 15. 1983

FALCONHOUSE
~rour Alhltik Shot I Sportt*

I Heodoucrter. In I G

140E.Woo.ter, B.G.

Welcome Summer Students
Weekend Specials

All
Spring Sweaters
Short-Long Sleeve
40% - 50% off
Knit tops-Blouses
Selected Styles
1 /4 to 1 17 off

All
spring - summer
Skirts Pants
1/4 to 1/2 off
All
Handbags
canvas,vinyls,
leathers
1/4 to 1/2 off
Summer Sleepwear
Selected Styles
1 /4 to 1 /2 off

Many Unlisted Items Reduced

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St
| Summer Hours
| 10:00 - 5:00 M.W.T.F.S.
i Tuesday Eve. til 9:00

HELP WANTED

June 15, 1963

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Sim 6/19'83-Sttmp. Cover. Postcard > Supply Show Soutnwyc*
Remedernfi 2340 S Reynolds Rd .
ToMo. OH Open to pubic. Him
5pm Free Admission a Partdng.

MARGARITA'S
1726 E. Wooatar St
smmng Green, Ohio 43402
IPrsvtoualy Lucky Staor)
BQ's newest & moat exciting restaurant a bar a rooking lor auaMled
waitreeeee/walters Must De 21

SERVICES OFFERED
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
In Wood County-Annual usim-AII
birth control inatlmUa Pregnancy
Teit>Coo»e«Uent Appts. 3S*1S40.

Qarags apaoa & toots tor rant
u-oo-ti oARAoe
354-1824

ferent to some of the songs.
We were trying to make a
more aggressive album
and somewhere along the
line the aggression and the
brasnnessbecame tension
and became slightly diffused. There's a real twist
to the record which can on
one hand be a bit disturbing, but I feel there's almost a quality of purge
there. You go through the

onstage. You just see that
he's giving of himself. So
many bands I think just sit
back and put forward a
kind of facade. They're
Kying a role, but very
I of them are prepared
to actually put themselves
on the line and actually
expose themselves, their
weaknesses and their
strengths, their own opinion.
We sort of faced this
bluntly in the album October where we had to make
the decision of whether we
should do the album at all
because Bono had lost all
his lyrics. In the end, we
wrote the album more or
less about not being able to
do it, like the song "I Fall
Down." There's that level
of honesty, and on "Gloria," which includes the
part, "I try to stand but I
can't find my feet."

WANTED: 24 ATTRACTIVE
BOSU WOMEN TO APPEAR IN
CO—ED CALENDAR
Call BUI SM-2455
Or Inquire PO Box 201
Bowling Green, OH 43402

COLLEGE STUDENTS
AND ALL OTHER
H.S. ORADS

...from page three

scheduled cookouts, windsurfing excursions and
clinics.
Recreation Center hours
are Monday through
Thursday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
and noon to 9 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Cooper
pool hours are noon to 2
p.m. and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

BGN: What would October
have sounded like with Bono's original lyrics, if his
notebook hadn't been stolen?. Because as a listener,
the album sounds Like the
band's next logical step.

Club Pool hours are 1
pjn. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Sunday. The Recreation Center will be

E: Musically, I feel not
very different because
most of the musical inspiration had already happened. I think that it would
have been a lot more fun to
make and obviously the
lyrics would have been dif-

$

closed July 4.
Further information on
these activities, registration information, and any
other questions regarding
the Recreation Center can
be found by calling the
Recreation Center at 3722711.
Intramural sports, the
golf course, the tennis
courts near the Fine Arts
Building and the University Greenhouse, and the
University Ice Arena also
are available.

1 OFF

Buy 1 LPSave$1
Buy 3 LP's Save $3

FOR SALE

Any reg. priced album
or pre-recorded cassette

TRAVEL Baser a mobile home
spaces Also 54' square pole Ndg
w/ restroom & sleeping room, near
BG, HI 6 I 1-75 086-3526 or

good thru 6/25/83
' 128 N. Main (Downtown)
1432 E. Wooster (Campus)

686-2716
1S77 Toyota Cetca QT Good body.
Very good running condition Can
Nash 364-3097 after 7pm.

SUMMER
RENTALS

1066 Muetang-Red w/beK* vinyl top
and interior. 280 c.i. auto trans.
Restored to A-1 condition' Asking
$2,800 422 0423

FOR RENT

available

Large private sleeping rooms & 2
barm apt. In historic house Available
now 362-6880

CAMPUS
MANOR

WELCOME SUMMER
STUDENTS

505 Clough St.
352-9302

October

MCAT

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
LEE & LEVI NEEDS

Celt

Bibs — Jeans — Jean Jackets — Skirts
BGSU Shirts & Sweats
Blouses — Knit Tops — Shorts
Mugs — Note Paper — Cards

II m»«

636-3701
3MOSECORRO
SUITE 201
TOLEDO. OHIO

.^SUrTSS?..
aOTStasi uumir

JEANS N THINGS
for Guys n Gals

Visa
Master Charge cards
Welcome

531 Ridge (next to Mac West)

SALE

Father's Day
This Sunday

album and come out the
other side feeling almost
relieved, like you've actually been through something, kind of like seeing a
good film. There's a beginning, a middle and an end
to the record. I think War
is probably less of an entity
in itself. You can dissect ft
a bit more readily, and
pick out bits here and
there.

Activities

N you era athletically In.lined or
people odented, full-time summer
won. Is evslleble. Opportunity to
gain business experience. Age no
barrier It o-rer 17. Call Mon.-Wed.. 93:10. 114457-5142.

2 lor 1 PIZZA
Every Sunday & Monday
430-8 30
MARK'S PIZZA
362-3661

Ctearfied rales we 40* par hro ft JO minimum iOLD TYPE 50* •■»■ pew ad
Appro ornately 25 to 30 space* par hna
CAMTUSrCITV EVENTS Mings for non-profit pubic service KtrvtttM wfl M VtsWrlM
ONCE lor free and at regular rates thereafter
Deetftne for at hahnge « 2 days before DuOacat-y. at 4 00 p m Friday at 4 00 p m re the
deader* for Ihe Tuesday edrbon
Clesarfied forma ere avattta at the BO New* office. 10* UnharaMy Hall.

Ph. 352-3*10

All
Bathing Suits
1 /4 to 1 17 off

E: As I say, we are in
music because we believe
in music; we're basically
all fans. The payoff for us
is not money, but it's the
kind of buzz from being
creative, from doing live
shows with commitment
and just going our way the
best we can. I think the
truth and the honesty that
comes through that commitment is communicated
to the people who appreciate what we're doing.
Certainly in a live context
you find that the shows are
a real celebration and people seem to really relate.
There's a real empatbetic
quality to what we're doing
on stage. The emotions are
all very honest and very
true. I really enjoy our
audiences; I really get off
on the kind of unity that
can occur in a concert situation with 172 because
there's something pure
about it. There's a spirit to
this band; it's possibly idealistic, it's definitely arrogant and definitely positive
and that's something very
special. I don't think that
there's many bands who
have that around at the
moment. I can think of
maybe Springsteen who
has that kind of feel

PERSONALS

w/purchase of any

HOODED SWEATSHIRT
or T-SHIRT

music that seemi so trendy
right now. You're certainly
not trying to cash in on the
latest fad in pop music.

it

Save 30% Off

I
I

our regular stock of mens
and ladies better traditional
clothing and sports wear

1MB

fta&rj'a Ututeeba

101 N. MAIN
ONTHE STREET
4 CORNERS

J

